Knights Write Showcase
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

10:30-11:15  Student Panel: Fanfiction and Popular Culture
Faculty Moderator: Dan Martin
- Garrett Jones: “Fanfiction Rules Writing Research” (Teacher: Adele Richardson)
- Ashleigh Linse: “Fan-Producer Relations of Doctor Who—The Modern Doctor” (Teacher: Adele Richardson)
- Ashley Joyce-Nyack: “SuperWhoLock: The Face of the New Super-Fandom” (Teacher: Carlee Malemute)
- Brittani Couch: “Interpreting Cinematic Elements: Psychological Explanations” (Teacher: Dan Martin)

11:30-12:15  Student Panel: Researching Writing in the University
Faculty Moderator: Scott Launier
- Nick Scala: “The Evolution of Educational Writing” (Teacher: Scott Launier)
- Amanda Wimmersberg: “Ending the Cycle of Frustration: How I Overcame the Hindrance of Writer’s Block” (Teacher: Scott Launier)
- Komysha Hassan: “Digital Literacy and The Making of Meaning: How Format Affects Interpretation Through the UCF Library Search Interface” (Teacher Jacob Stewart)
- Cullen Fitzgerald: “Engineering Majors and Writing: Is It the Instructor or the Student?” (Teacher: Scott Launier)

12:30-1:15  Student Panel: Student Scholarship in the Spotlight: Selections from Stylus: A Journal of First-Year Writing
Student Moderator: Tiffany Gagnon
- Steven Heller: “Controlling the ‘Others’” (Teacher: Catherine Schutz; published Spring 2014)
- James Plyler: “Video Games and the Hero’s Journey” (Teacher: Joseph Longhany; published Spring 2014)
- Willa Maddox: “Navigating Authority in Coursework and Life: An Unofficial Guide for Fellow Students” (Teacher: Melissa Ringfield; published Fall 2014)
- Kyle Coltrain: “The Rhetoric behind College Football Recruiting” (Teacher: Adele Richardson; published Fall 2014)

1:30-2:15  Faculty Panel: The Writing Lives of UCF Faculty
Faculty Moderator: Pavel Zemliansky
- Dr. Jeffrey Kaplan, Associate Professor, School of Teaching, Learning and Leadership
- Dr. Alisha Janowsky, Assistant Chair and Director of the Undergraduate Program, Psychology Department
- Dr. Daniel Murphree, Associate Professor, History Department

2:15-2:45  Announcements
- Kevin Roozen welcomes guests and recognizes and thanks planning committee
- Blake Scott advertises the writing minor and certificate
- Mark Hall advertises the writing center and solicits applications
- Matt Bryan advertises Stylus

3:00-3:45  Awards Ceremony
- Introduction and DWR announcements, Dr. Elizabeth Wardle, Writing and Rhetoric Chair
- Recognition for Publication in Stylus: A Journal of First-Year Writing, Composition Director Dr. Kevin Roozen and Stylus Editor Matt Bryan
- Recognition for Best Displays, College of Arts and Humanities Dean Dr. José Fernandez
- Presentation of The John C. Hitt Prize for Excellence in First-Year Writing, President Dr. John C. Hitt
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